
36V Cordless  
Plunge Cut Saw 

C3606DPA

Extremely  
powerful and 
accurate.
Discover our new Cordless  
Plunge Cut Saw C3606DPA.

Full guide rail compatability

66 mm cutting depth,  
61 mm on guide rail

Fast stopping brake

Developing innovative technologies in Japan since 1948.
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Follow us on our socials and never miss 
out on HiKOKI news.
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High quality accessories for your plunge cut saw.

Description Art.no.

Anti-slip coating roll, 1.7 m 4100079

Miter fence 379264

Rip fence 4100082

Steel screw clamp 711237

Steel lever clamp 711238

Circular saw bade 165 x 1.8/1.2 x 20 mm, T36 752415

Description Art.no.

Guide rail GR800 4100071

Guide rail GR1600 4100072

Carrier bag for guide rail GR1600 379259

Connector for guide rail GR800 and GR1600 4100080

Splinter protection roll, 1.7 m 4100077

Sliding coating roll, 1.7 m 4100078

High-quality accessories for your plunge cut saw boost performance, precision, and lifespan,  
while reducing damage risks for a safer, more efficient cutting experience.

Thanks to its compact  
design C3606DPA has the  
ability to cut very close  
to walls, up to 14 mm.  
This makes it ideal for  
high precision tasks,  
like trimming the edges  
of installed wooden  
flooring.

Close to wall 
applications 
possible.

Inspection window for 
perfect view on the blade.

Undercut function (-1°/+46°) 
enables precise fitting cuts.

Clean working thanks to 
dustbag/vacuum connector.

Double depth adjustment 
for accuracy with or without 
guide rails.

Absolutely loaded with even 
more convenient features.

C3606DPA has a full package of features designed for precision  
and ease, making it highly versatile for various cutting tasks.  
Its flexibility and adaptability to different materials and scenarios  
render it invaluable for the professional. 



66 mmVersions2

C3606DPAWVZ:  2x battery BSL36B18X, fastcharger UC18YSL3,    
dust bag, saw blade,  stackable case HSC IV

C3606DPAW2Z: Dust bag, saw blade, stackable case HSC IV

1 Weight according to EPTA-2004 procedure.
2 Standard accessories vary by country or area.

Easy blade changing.
1.  Adjust depth adjustment

to blade change position 
2. Fix lever 
3.  Plunge saw blade down

to activate spindle lock
4.  Change blade with hex key

C3606DPA
Cordless Plunge Cut Saw

Specifications
Voltage 36V
No-load speed 2,500 - 5,200 /min.
Saw blade diameter 165 mm
Mount hole diameter 20 mm
Maximum cutting depth 90° 66 mm
Maximum cutting depth 45° 43 mm
Max. cutting depth with guide rail 61 mm
Cutting depth adjustability 0 - 66 mm
Bevel capacity -1°/46°
Brushless motor
Guide rail compatability
Variable speed
Brake
LED
Soft start
Dimensions (L x W x H) 391 x 206 x 269 mm
Weight with BSL36A18X1 5.4 kg

The future is now.
We introduce to you our 36V Cordless Plunge Cut Saw C3606DPA. Engineered for precision,  
with a cutting depth of 66 mm, it is leading its class in performance. With an extremly 
powerful 36V motor, variable speed control and full guide rail compatability, the C3606DPA 
is designed to deliver clean, precise cuts for a multitude of materials.

Greatest  
cutting depth.
With a cutting depth of 66 mm its capacity is 10 mm  
higher than comparable tools. It allows you to cut thick 
material or multiple layers of material at once.  

Extremely 
powerful.

The combination of its brushless motor  
and our high power MULTI VOLT batteries  

provide C3606DPA with an incredible  
pull-through strength that you will  

surely notice. 

Huge working amount.
Comparison of cutting amount.
Cutting 1,000 mm long and 40 mm thick hardwood on maximum speed, in combination with the saw blade 165 mm 
and the BSL36B18X.

C3606DPA

Competitor A

Competitor B

7.5 m/Ah

6.6 m/Ah

3.4 m/Ah

1x 36V 4.0 Ah battery = 29.8 m per charge

2x 18V 6.0 Ah batteries = 40.0 m per charge

2x 18V 5.2 Ah batteries = 17.6 m per charge

Full guide rail compatibility.

Of course C3606DPA is compatible with our own guide rails, 
but it is even compatible with guide rails of other brands 
such as Makita, Bosch, Festool, and Hilti. With the guide rail 
adjustment you can perfectly fit the tool to the used guide 
rail for highest precision.

The right speed 
for each task.

The plunge cut saw features a variable 
speed dial with settings up to 12, offering 
precise speed control for different materials 
and tasks. This ensures the best experience 
with both delicate and tough materials.

Looking for unlimited cutting time?
Then switch to our AC/DC Adapter ET36A and you can keep on going strong!

GR1600




